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�������Sanghamitra team wishes an energetic new year to all readers. We are 
so glad that most of you liked cover story and Kids’ pages. We are sure that 
most of you go out for site-seeing and take photographs whenever you find 
an interesting place. Please send us nice pictures and we make them appear 
as Sanghamitra cover page. With few more helping hands it is going to be 
little easy. If you wish to extend your hand, please send mail to 
susri@sanghamitra.org. 
 

        Sanghamitra as a part of its service, distributed some blankets, dresses, 
books to some needy families. It took a step in spreading knowledge about 
vedic mathematics not only limiting to St. Louis, but working with some 
organizations and conducting classes in different locations. If you wish to 
join hands, you can contact sanghamitra by phone or e-mail at your 
convenience. Together we can make difference! 
 

        In this summer, Sanghamitra is bringing Srinivasa Ramanujan 
Mathematics club for two different age groups namely Juniors and Seniors 
depending on their ability to grasp things. We are planning 
Medhavadhanam, second year in a row on August 2nd. Introducing another 
event ‘Story time for everyone’ in summer -  Two hour activity, where lots 
of stories will be  shared based on ‘all time great quotations’. It is 
conducting another two hour session for ‘Young Telugu learners’ – ‘Learn 
Telugu in a fun way’ event. We are asking parents to come up with new 
ideas for a better quality learning. ‘C.V. Raman Science club’ is pending for 
the last few years due to less work-force.  
 

        Received lots of suggestions for improving the magazine and we will 
certainly consider them. We want to involve the young energy in bringing 
the English version of the magazine and working on it.   
 
       Let us meet again in the next issue due in July. 
 
                                                                                -Sanghamitra Team. 
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